Isolating physiologic noise sources with independently determined spatial measures.
To properly account for the presence of physiologic noise in fMRI data, parallel measurement of pulse and respiratory data is necessary. In some cases, this parallel measurement is difficult or impossible due to the experimental paradigm or lack of available monitoring equipment. We present a robust method for determining the direct-sampled pulse and respiratory data for a subject from the fMRI data itself, utilizing an independently determined spatial weighting matrix. It is shown that temporal independent component analysis can reliably separate the spatial and temporal patterns of physiologic noise through correlation if the parallel measurement is made. The spatial patterns thus determined can be applied to a separate scan of the same subject to produce the temporal pattern specific to this independent scan. The robustness of this method leads to the more general method of creating spatial weight matrices in standard brain space averaged over multiple subjects in order to acquire the physiologic signals without the necessity of any (further) parallel measurements. The resulting cardiac and respiratory estimators can effectively be used in a manner similar to that of a direct-sampled physiologic signal, e.g., direct input to retrospective correction methods, evaluation of cardiac and respiratory effects of tasks, etc. Spatial mixing matrices for estimating cardiac and respiratory sources for the acquisition protocols described here (and others as they are developed) are offered to investigators and can be obtained through e-mail from the corresponding author.